JOB REQUIREMENTS

Hazardous/Non-Hazardous Waste Management Consultant

Primary Objective

- To provide Hazardous/Non-Hazardous waste management services to the various clients.
- Clients can be ministries, oil & gas sector or be’ah
- To be responsible for the performance of projects assigned to both in terms of technical capability and also commercial performance of the project

Specific Accountabilities

- Business development and project management, production of project deliverables on time and to budget
- Identify potential client’s/areas and their requirements and provide proposals.
- CTR Management & progress reporting
- Solid foundation in the budget and financial requirements
- Understand countries requirement on establishment of integrated waste management strategies
- Experience in design and O&M of Hazardous/Non-Hazardous waste management facilities
- Preparation of proposals, conducting presentations and meeting
- Development of waste management plans
- Good background about the economic and environmental considerations of different waste disposal systems and make the necessary recommendations
- Recommend improvements and upgrades to recycling enterprises that meets local safety standards and environmental laws
- Management of sub-contractor groups – as required
- Management, technical execution and completion of engineering assigned tasks in a specific environment discipline area
- Liaison and co-ordination with other engineers and discipline groups on the contract to effect timely production of deliverables
- Provision of a broad range of Hazardous/Non-Hazardous waste management and engineering support services
- Development of technologies/procedures, manuals on waste handling, treatment and disposal methodologies.
- Technical writing activities, in particular, production of technical reports.
- Peer review specialist sub-contractor work as required
- Liaise with the local community and other stakeholders on all consulting matters.
- Quality Assurance – Responsible for working within the provisions and guidelines of Quality Assurance system
Job Requirements

Essential Skills/Experience

• B Eng (Hons) Degree in Chemical Engineering or Environmental Engineering or equivalent.
• Knowledge in various chemicals and their proper disposal process
• Excellent negotiation and organizational skills
• Familiar with Oman, Gulf and international regulatory requirement on waste management processes
• Strong interpersonal and leadership skills
• At least 8-10 years direct experience in waste management with focus on Oil and Gas industry, petrochemicals industry and municipal waste management
• Industry experience gained either as a consultant or industry employee

Desirable

• Post Graduate Qualification in Environmental Studies (Masters or Doctorate).
• Experience of working in a regulatory authority/Consultancy.
• Knowledge of ISO 14001: EMS